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·¥´¸´ÒÌ ²¨´¨° (±μμ·¤¨´ É´ÒÌ μ¸¥°). �¥μ¶·¥¤¥²¥´´μ¸ÉÓ ¢ ¶·μ¸É· ´¸É¢¥´´μ° ±μμ·¤¨´ É¥
μ¸¨ ¤μ²¦´  ¡ÒÉÓ ´  Ê·μ¢´¥ 10 ³±³ (¸¨£³ ) ´  · ¡μÎ¥° ¤²¨´¥ 200 ³. �·¨³¥´¥´¨¥ ´ ÉÖ´Ê-
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Budagov J. et al. E13-2013-123
A Laser-Based Fiducial Line for High-Precision Multipoint
Alignment System

The next generation of linear colliders is very demanding concerning the alignment
tolerances of their components. For the CLIC project, the reference axis of the components
will have to be pre-aligned within 10 μm at 1 sigma with respect to a straight line in a sliding
window of 200 m. A solution based on stretched wires with wire positioning sensors has been
proposed in order to fulˇll the alignment requirements in the Conceptual Design Report of
the project. This solution has some drawbacks and laser-based alternative solutions are under
study in order to validate the wire solution and possibly replace it.

A new proposal is introduced in this paper, using a laser beam over 150 m as a straight
alignment reference, with the objective of having an uncertainty in the determination of its
straightness within 10 μm. Sensors, coupled to the components to be aligned, would provide
after calibration the horizontal and vertical offsets with respect to the laser beam, within a few
micrometers, in their coordinate system.

The method is based on the laser beam space stabilization effect when a beam propagates
in atmospheric air inside a pipe with standing acoustic wave. The principal schemes of cor-
responding optoelectronics devices and temperature stabilization solutions are also proposed,
making probable the extension of the laser ˇducial line up to a 500 m length.

The investigation has been performed at the Dzhelepov Laboratory of Nuclear Problems,
JINR.
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INTRODUCTUION

A new method allowing the alignment of accelerators components along
a straight line of 150 m is proposed. Contrary to other laser-based alignment
solutions under development for such a distance [1Ä3], the laser beam does
not propagate under vacuum, but inside a pipe with standing acoustic waves,
allowing an uncertainty in the determination of its straightness of 10 μm. In this
paper, the stability in position of the laser beam is discussed, based on results
of measurements performed over 70 m. The operation and design of such an
alignment system are detailed, as well as the different components of such a
system, from the laser beam to the alignment sensors. The impact of temperature
and industrial noise on such a system is discussed, and solutions to reduce their
effects are proposed.

1. LASER RAY POSITIONAL STABILITY

The principle of a laser beam used as an extended ˇducial line is based on
the effect of laser beam stabilization when it propagates inside an atmospheric
air ˇlled pipe with standing acoustic waves [4Ä6]. The transversal laser beam
�uctuation was reduced by a factor greater than 100 with respect to a beam
propagating in open air.

Figure 1 contains the standard deviations σrms(L) of beam space localization
uncertainty, determined experimentally, as a function of beam covered distance L
(up to 70 m) [7].

Fig. 1. The σrms(L) uncertainty in laser ray space coordinate with respect to propagation
distance L inside the atmospheric air ˇlled tube with standing acoustic wave
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By extrapolation, the expected σrms for L = 150 m could be on the
3Ä4 μm level.

Experiments [3] performed on a distance L < 70 m highlighted the effect
of industrial noise, acting on the laser source support and consequently on the
inclination of the laser beam. This effect contributes to the linear growth in Fig. 1
of the standard deviation of the beam axis space localization σrms(L).

2. LASER FIDUCIAL LINE: OPERATION AND DESIGN

The Laser Fiducial Line (LFL) measuring system uses a laser beam as the
reference of alignment, with its beginning and end points O1 and O2 determined
in the global reference frame of the tunnel. The laser beam source can be
precisely adjusted in the azimuthal θ and polar ϕ angles by using a two-axis
angular positioner combined with a position-sensitive quadrant photoreceiver QPr
allowing the determination of the beam axis position (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the Laser Fiducial Line complex

The LFL reference points are:
(a) the beginning point O1, which is the center of the angular positioner of the

laser beam source (determined by direct measurements on the two-axis angular
positioner);

(b) the end point O2, which is the center of the end quadrant photore-
ceiver QPr2.

In most of the metrological problems, it is necessary to measure the coordi-
nates of an object in the transverse direction with respect to the laser beam. In the
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case considered in Fig. 2, the position of the measured object B relative to the
LFL is given by the vertical and horizontal readings of QPr. During a calibration
process, the center O3 of the QPr1 will be determined in the coordinate system
of the sensor, materialized by a kinematic mount, allowing a dismounting and
mounting of the sensor on the object within a few micrometers. This step allows
then one to determine the radial and vertical position of the object B with respect
to LFL.

In another calibration process, the center O3 can be determined with respect
to external ˇducials, as 0.5′′ or 1.5′′ Corner Cube Re�ector interfaces, allowing
one to improve the accuracy in the determination of an underground geodetic
network for example [8].

3. THE COMPONENTS OF LFL

The system consists of three components:
Å a beginning point;
Å an end point of ˇxation;
Å N intermediate points of measurements.
3.1. Beginning Point. A ˇber beam coupler, input of the laser emission,

provides a stiff mechanical reference to the optical center of the light-emitting
point. It is combined with a collimator, positioned into a precision angular
positioner which is ˇxed on a rigid support.

This conˇguration has two advantages: the space separation of the laser
source itself, and the laser-emitting entrance point by an optical ˇber. Conse-
quently, the noise coming from the laser angular instability due to the non-uniform
heating of the laser-source working body is cut out. Also, using the one-mode
optical ˇber, a high-quality irradiation source can be obtained, guaranteeing the
absence of the positional noise of residual modes [9].

Fig. 3. The ˇber-optical input of the laser radiation into the LFL
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Collimating devices with variable focus distance are used, allowing one to
obtain a beam proˇle with focusing along the 2Zmax length of collimated beam,
in such a way that the beam diameter D0 of the laser line does not exceed
D =

√
2D0 in the ˇrst and last points of ray (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. The laser beam proˇle with optimal collimation

Figure 5 gives the optimal collimation length Lc (corresponding to 2Zmax

in Fig. 4) as a function of the beam diameter, considering a single-mode laser ray
in the beginning point for wave lengths of λ = 0.4 μm and λ = 0.63 μm.

As an example, for a blue laser source λ = 0.4 μm, with a starting diameter
of 9 mm, the length of LFL can be 150 m.

Fig. 5. The collimation length Lc of single-mode laser beam as a function of beam starting
diameter: a) for D by 10 mm; b) for D by 50 mm
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The end of Fig. 5

3.2. End Point of Fixation. A quadrant photoreceiver is used to ˇx the
laser-ray axis position at the ˇnal point O2 (Fig. 6). It is positioned on a two-axis
linear translation stage, adjustable by micrometric screws, which will allow the
centering of the QPr center with the laser beam axis. According to the readings
performed on the QPr of the ˇnal point, on-line corrections are also introduced
to the angular positioner of the light-emitting point to stabilize the LFL location.

Fig. 6. The ˇnal quadrant photoreceiver location on the two-coordinate positioner

3.3. Intermediate Points of Measurements. In order to keep the straightness
of the laser beam, considered as the reference of alignment, plane parallel plates
are implemented, as shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. The ˇnal quadrant photoreceiver location on the two-coordinate angular positioner

The plane parallel plates (PP) are positioned at 45◦ with respect to the laser
ray to allow a partial re�ection of ray on the measuring QPr. It is essential that
both QPr and PP are part of the same support, the support being linked to the
object O to be measured by means of a two-axis linear translation stage. Using
the micrometric screws, the re�ected laser beam axis is adjusted on the center
of the measuring QPr. The position of the object O can be deduced from the
displacements performed by the micrometric screws and the readings of QPr.
To compensate the laser beam offset due to the refraction in PP plate, a second
correcting PP plate is positioned at 135◦ to laser ray.

If each intermediate sensor follows a calibration process, the two-axis dis-
placement tables will not be needed anymore.

4. STABILITY OF LASER RAY POSITION

4.1. Short-Term Stability. The laser-beam space stabilization effect with
standing acoustic wave, observed in pipes with closed ends, gives an idea of the
design needed for short-term stabilization of the beam: it might be a set of pipes
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Fig. 8. The short-term laser-ray stabilization scheme

surrounding the laser beam, with transparent windows at the starting and ending
points of the LFL (Fig. 8).

4.2. Long-Term Stability. In case of a slow variation of the temperature
gradient in the air media, the index of refraction is changing, and consequently
the laser beam position. Below is given an estimate of this effect in�uence on
the laser space stability in the LFL.

Air refraction index variation Δn with the temperature at a stable pressure is
given by

Δn = 0.0003 · (Δt/273◦C). (1)

The long-term stability of the temperature is Δt = 0.1◦C, the refraction index
change is Δn = 10−7.

Considering that laser ray propagation through air media temperature nonuni-
formities is similar to ray propagation through inclined parallel plane plates, the
laser ray displacement δL can be computed relative to its primary direction AB
(Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. The laser ray displacement when propagating through PP plate
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The laser ray displacement δL in PP plate is

δL = d sinα

(
1 − cosα√

n2 − sin2 α

)
, (2)

where d is the plate thickness, α is the plate inclination angle with respect to the
laser ray, n = 1 + Δn is the plate refractive index.

Considering α = 45◦, d = 10 m and Δn = 10−7, one has δL ∼ 1 μm.
The estimate given above is obtained for a thermal stability of Δt = 0.1◦C

for the LFL location region, knowing that this level is easily reachable with
modern air conditioners.

Long-term stabilization of the LFL will include an additional pipe with a
thermal shielding, surrounding the short-term thermal stabilization system.

Fig. 10. Long-term thermostabilization system

The conditioned air located between the pipes (outer tube with thermal shield-
ing and inner tube Å short-term stabilization system) will be pumped along the
whole LFL in order to guarantee thermal isolation from outside temperature gra-
dients (Fig. 10).

4.3. Seismic Stability of the LFL Laser Source. As mentioned before,
because of the seismic activity and industrial noise, the laser source support must
be stabilized.

During the day time, noise is generated, coming from auto-transport move-
ment, works in the neighborhood, people moving in the vicinity of the LFL
system, etc. To measure the average level of the industrial noise, angular oscilla-
tions of the earth surfaces were monitored [7]. The data presented below comes
from the monitoring of the laboratory (CERN B926) concrete �oor oscillations
Dev (μrad) measured between 11.00 and 13.30 (Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11. The earth surface angular oscillations of an industrial noise origin during working
hours and lunch time

During lunch time, a signiˇcant decrease of industrial noise is observed down
to the level of 8 · 10−8 rad Å the Dev spread on the CD interval. During the
working hours, the earth angular oscillations are characterized by the 5 · 10−7 rad
of Dev spread on the AB part.

Figure 12 presents the tilt angle of concrete �oor Dev (μrad) caused by the
weight of man at 3 m from the measuring device.

Fig. 12. The concrete �oor deformation Å tilt angle Å as a result of the weight of man
present at 3 m distance from the detecting device
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The registered tilt angle was 3 · 10−7 rad. The industrial noise is the source
of laser-ray angular instability, which leads to the instability of the laser-ray spot
location on the measuring QPr; this instability is increasing with the distance:
considering a distance of 100 m, the noise could reach 50 μm. In order to
neutralize such a noise, feed-back systems are proposed, based on the signals
from very precise inclinometers positioned on the source support.

5. LENGTH OF LFL

The laser-ray optimal collimation length dependence on the initial ray diam-
eter (Fig. 5) shows that the maximal collimation is limited by the diameter of the
laser ray used in the LFL. It looks technically possible to use a ray with a diameter
of 30 mm. In this case, with a single-mode laser emission, the maximum length
of the LFL may be Lcmax ∼ 2 km. The laser-ray propagation length could be
increased using the so-called LaguerreÄGaussian modes [10].

Fig. 13. Irradiated power distribution I(r,ϕ) as a function of radius and azimuthal angle
across a multimodes laser ray; case with laser radiation with non-�at mirrors

This case is illustrated in Fig. 13, showing the irradiation power I(r, ϕ)
distributions in single mode ©00ª and multimodes ©10ª, ©20ª, ©30ª laser rays
from the laser source with non-�at mirrors [11]. In the central part of the ©10ª,
©20ª, ©30ª modes, the r-, ϕ-symmetric light spots are observed with an angular
divergence nearly twice smaller than for single modes. If so, using the indicated
modes, the maximal collimation length could be doubled in the LFL.

CONCLUSIONS

As a summary, different technical issues of a 150 m LFL in atmospheric air
were discussed, showing that the combination of:

Å single-mode laser associated with a ˇber beam coupler for the light-
emitting point,

Å an optimal laser-ray focusing collimation,
Å an intermediate sensor having no impact on the straightness of the beam,
Å the calibration of each sensor,
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Å the suppression of air media refraction index and long-term variation of
temperature,

Å the isolation of the laser source from industrial noise
can lead to an alignment system providing the location of points within 10 μm.

The maximum distance is limited to 2 km for a maximal ray diameter
of 30 mm. The use of LaguerreÄGaussian modes ©10ª, ©20ª, ©30ª is an in-
teresting possibility to double this length.

Such an alignment system opens new perspectives to reach a new precision
level of alignment for projects like CLIC, ILC, and XFEL.

This work is the result of the letter-exchange between DG of CERN and DG
of JINR with expressing the common wish for the both Labs to cooperate in the
high-precision laser metrology development for the CLIC components alignment.
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